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However, ECR and EFD pleaded in favour of a different approach. Martin Callanan, the
British leader of the ECR group, said the answer lay in making tax codes simpler and
bringing down tax rates. Nigel Farage, the British co-chair of the EFD group, added that
bringing down tax rates and simplifying tax systems would make tax havens less sought
after.

Simpler taxes

Daniel Cohn-Bendit, the French co-chair of the Green group, said it was crucial to ensure
that businesses were made to pay taxes in the country where a profit was made instead of
being able to transfer it to the lowest tax jurisdiction. Jürgen Klute, a German member of
the GUE/NGL group, called for loopholes to be closed and for a blacklist to be drawn up of
countries that refused to exchange tax information.

The political groups made concrete suggestions for what was needed. Joseph Daul, the
French leader of the EPP group, said it was "simply logical" for countries to exchange
information on tax evasion. He also called for solid investment in energy infrastructure,
particularly through a strong EU budget.

Measures needed

Several group leaders called on member states to come up with concrete measures. Guy
 erhofstadt, the Belgian leader of the ALDE group, was sceptical about what tomorrow's
summit could accomplish. "It would be better to organise a finance minsters meeting
instead to adopt real actions instead of just conclusions," he said. Hannes Swoboda, the
Austrian leader of the S&D group, challenged governments to show the courage needed
to truly fight tax evasion and havens adding, "I want my money back from tax havens."

Call to action

Concrete actions and not words are urgently needed to fight tax evasion and
upgrade the EU's energy infrastructure, representatives from the EP's political
groups said during a debate on Tuesday 21 May. They spoke out ahead of
Wednesday's European Council, however many group leaders were sceptical about
how committed EU leaders were to tackling taxation and energy issues. 
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MEPs call on governments to act on tax
evasion and energy issues
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